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Abstract

Ensuring equitable access to digital therapeutics (DTx) is essential to avoid healthcare inequalities in an era of

increasing digitization. This requires DTx to be tested with users from diverse populations, which is often not realistic

due to time and resource constraints. In this paper, we propose the use of large language models (LLMs) to simulate

diverse patients. Specifically, we manually create a patient vignette that characterizes a specific population group.

Variations of this vignette are used for role-prompting a commercial LLM, GPT-4, instructing the LLM to take on the

role described in the patient vignette and act accordingly. We investigate if the LLM stays in its given role. To do this,

we simulate a medical anamnesis interview with the role-prompted LLM and analyze its responses for compliance,

coherence, correctness, containment, and clarification. Our results show that GPT-4 generates compliant, co-

herent and clinically valid responses, including information that is not explicitly stated in the provided patient vignette.
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1. Introduction

Digital therapeutics (DTx) promise to transform

patient care and outcomes (Dang et al., 2020).

As these digital interventions become more

widespread, it is important to ensure that their de-

sign is inclusive and accessible to diverse user

groups (Rivera-Romero et al., 2022). The princi-

ple of inclusivity not only enhances the usability of

DTx across different demographic groups, but also

underpins the effectiveness and equity of DTx.

However, testing a DTx with a broad spectrum of

patients is not only time consuming, but also re-

quires significant financial resources, limiting the

scope and frequency of these essential evalua-

tions. Furthermore, the recruitment process is in-

herently susceptible to selection bias, skewing the

sample and potentially missing critical user needs

and preferences which undermines the goal of in-

clusive design. Beyond, the participation of vul-

nerable groups often requires adaptations in the

testing procedure (Peute et al., 2022).

Given these limitations, there is a need for inno-

vative methods that can simulate a wide range of

patient populations. Specifically, this article aims

to explore the potential of Large Language Models

(LLMs) as a tool for simulating various user groups

based on patient vignettes. If LLMs are a reliable

method to simulate patient populations, they could

contribute to the development of more inclusive

and effective DTx relying on verbal communica-

tion, such as chatbots or conversational agents.

A vignette is a short, carefully written description

of a person or situation (Schoenberg and Ravdal,

2000). They are a useful tool for health educa-

tion, evaluating health professionals, conducting

health research (Evans et al., 2015), and evaluat-

ing symptom checkers (Ben-Shabat et al., 2022).

Benoit already investigated the ability of LLMs to

generate and rewrite vignettes (Benoit, 2023). In

contrast to their work, we are not interested in de-

veloping a text vignette using an LLM, but in us-

ing an LLM to simulate the patient characterized

by a vignette. Campillos-Llanos et al. already

created a system that simulates patients, but it

is based on terminology-rich resources instead of

LLMs (Campillos-Llanos et al., 2020). We assume

that LLMs might have the potential to simplify the

development of such a system, having recently

demonstrated human-level performance on vari-

ous tasks, e.g. for medical question answering

(Singhal et al., 2023) or for provision of medical

information (Cocci et al., 2024). LLMs can be in-

structed to follow a certain role (Kong et al., 2023)

such as the role of a teacher, physician etc. This

approach to role-prompting will be used in this pa-

per. Specifically, we will consider the following re-

search questions:

• Which aspects are needed to accurately sim-

ulate a patient?

• Do LLMs stay in the role defined by a vignette

and answer accordingly? Do LLMs instructed

to follow a role providemeaningful information

that is not explicitly contained in the patient

vignette?

This paper reports on the methodology and valida-

tion results based on a single patient vignette.
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2. Methods

In order to answer the above-mentioned research

questions, we follow a 5-step process, see Fig-

ure 1. First, relevant aspects needed for creat-

ing patient vignettes are collected based on a se-

lective literature review. These aspects comprise,

e.g., demographic data, past medical history and

current symptoms or medical problems. Second,

an example for each aspect of a patient vignette is

drafted.

1) Identify aspects of patient characteristics

2) Create example for each aspect

3) Develop prompt

4) Simulate medical history gathering

5) Validate and analyse generated answers

Figure 1: Methodology

Next, a prompt template is developed that instructs

the LLM used for validation to impersonate the per-

sonality described within the patient vignette. The

prompt development process is based on the work

of Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2024) and the recom-

mendations of OpenAI (OpenAI, 2024).

For the validation process, GPT-4 by OpenAI is

used due to its accessibility and unprecedented

performance. Reproducibility is ensured by im-

plementing a Python application that executes the

validation. Using the patient vignette and the

prompt template from the previous steps, we will

simulate a medical anamnesis interview between

a physician and a patient: For this simulation, the

patient is impersonated by the LLMwhile themedi-

cal history questions are manually entered into the

system. For each interaction, the previous interac-

tions are appended to a conversation history and

included in the model input. For conducting the

medical interview, we define a script based on the

recommendations to conduct a medical history in-

terview suggested by Füeßl et Middeke (Füeßl and

Middeke, 2022).

We carry out two ablation studies, removing spe-

cific parts of the patient vignette (e.g. secondary

information), in order to investigate whether the

LLM is able to infer information which is not explic-

itly stated in the vignette. After completion of the

interview, each turn of conversation is assessed

according to the following assessment categories.

The assessment is performed by both authors.

Additionally, a qualitative analysis of generated re-

sponses is carried out.

• Compliance: The model output complies with

the defined patient vignette.

• Coherence: The model output coheres with

previous outputs.

• Correctness: The model output is clinically

meaningful and realistic.

• Containment: The model output is explicitly

contained in the patient vignette.

• Clarification: The model output contains a

question asking for clarification.

3. Results

We make all results as well as the source code

publicly available as a Git repository via Zenodo

(doi:10.5281/zenodo.10889465). The total costs

for prompt template development and the valida-

tion of three variants amounted to USD 3,58.

3.1. Patient Vignette Development

Based on six sources, we identified 16 dimen-

sions to be included in a patient vignette, see Ta-

ble 1. We distinguish two categories of informa-

tion: Primary information is directly asked by the

health professional. Secondary information is usu-

ally not asked directly, but might have a major im-

pact on communication: For example, Clack et al.

investigate personality differences between clini-

cians and patients and their implications on the

patient-clinician relationship. Their findings indi-

cate that different types of personality can cause

miscommunication during the consultation pro-

cess (Clack et al., 2004). Redelmeier et al. review

the OCEAN taxonomy, an evidence-based model

to understand personalities, and state that spon-

taneous impressions formed by clinicians could

induce incorrect clinical judgements (Redelmeier

et al., 2021). Pérez-Stalbe and El-Toukhy identify

factors associated with poor patient-clinician com-

munication (Pérez-Stable and El-Toukhy, 2018).

Bartz et al. review the role of factors related to

sex and gender in healthcare (Bartz et al., 2020).

Chipidza et al. give recommendations on how to

evaluate and treat angry patients (Chipidza et al.,

2016).

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10889465
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Dimension Source

Primary information

Current symptoms

Past medical history

Current medication

Triggering factors

Psychosocial aspects

Family anamnesis

Occupational anam-

nesis

(Füeßl and Middeke,

2022)

Secondary informa-

tion

Personality traits (Redelmeier et al.,

2021; Clack et al.,

2004)

Communication style (Clack et al., 2004)

Health literacy (Pérez-Stable and El-

Toukhy, 2018)

Race, geographic lo-

cation and country of

origin

(Pérez-Stable and El-

Toukhy, 2018)

Sex and gender (Bartz et al., 2020)

Emotion (Chipidza et al., 2016)

Language proficiency (Pérez-Stable and El-

Toukhy, 2018)

Digital literacy (Pérez-Stable and El-

Toukhy, 2018)

Socioeconomic status (Pérez-Stable and El-

Toukhy, 2018)

Table 1: Dimensions of information contained in a

patient vignette

Below, we show excerpts from the developed pa-

tient vignette for the dimensions current symp-

toms, past medical history, health literacy and

emotional state. For the complete vignette, we re-

fer to the Git repository.

• Current symptoms: You have a headache

and a fever

• Past medical history: You have a history of

migraines

• Health literacy: You are very knowledgeable

about your condition

• Emotional state: You are feeling anxious and

depressed

The following task prompt was developed iter-

atively and additionally self-improved by asking

GPT-4 for optimisation: Imagine that you are in

the shoes of a patient during a medical consulta-

tion. You are about to engage in a detailed con-

versation with a healthcare provider who is tak-

ing your medical history, also known as an anam-

nesis. Below, you will find specific information

about your health, lifestyle, and medical back-

ground. Use this information to respond accu-

rately and thoughtfully to the healthcare provider’s

inquiries. Remember, your role is to embody the

patient’s experience, drawing from the details pro-

vided. Your responses should reflect the depth

and nuances of the concerns, experiences, and

medical history of a real patient. <Dimensions

are inserted here>. As the consultation wraps

up, remember to stay true to the character and in-

formation you have been given. If the healthcare

provider asks for details not explicitly mentioned,

use your imagination to provide realistic and con-

siderate answers that align with the character’s

background and current health scenario. Should

any question seem unclear or unfamiliar based

on your role as the patient, don’t hesitate to ask

for further clarification, just as a real patient might

seek to understand their healthcare provider’s in-

quiries fully.

3.2. Anamnesis Simulation and
Validation of Role-prompted LLM

The anamnesis simulation consisted of eleven

questions posed to the LLM in total, see below:

1. Tell me more about your symptoms.

2. Can you give me more details regarding your

headache?

3. Tell me more regarding its localization and

spread.

4. Tell me more about its quality.

5. Tell me more about its severity.

6. Are you currently taking any medication?

7. Have you noticed any factors that trigger your

symptoms?

8. Do you currently face difficult situations in

your life?

9. Are there any diseases that run in your family?

10. What is your occupation?

11. Are you taking the pill?

In total, three variations of the patient vignette

were investigated: As baseline, the complete pa-

tient vignette was used. For the first ablation

study, we only kept primary information according

to Table 1 and removed all secondary information.

For the second ablation study, only current symp-

toms were retained as primary information and all

secondary information was retained. The results

of all three variants are summarised in Table 2.

Across all three simulation variants, GPT-4 gen-

erated answers that complied with each vignette,
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Variant Compliance Coherence Correctness Contain-

ment

Clarification Average

word count

of model

answers

Baseline 100 % 100 % 100 % 64 %

(n=7/11)

0 % 53

Ablation 1 100 % 100 % 100 % 45 %

(n=5/11)

0 % 41

Ablation 2 100 % 100 % 100 % 9 %

(n=1/11)

0 % 78

Table 2: Validation results: For each variant, the same eleven questions were posed to the role-prompted

model.

that cohered with previous answers given and that

were clinically meaningful and realistic. It be-

comes apparent that the model makes up large

proportions of its output, realistically adding in-

formation to the provided vignette. This effect is

strongest in ablation 2; ten of the eleven gener-

ated responses contained information that was not

included in the patient vignette. The model did

not ask for clarification. Interestingly, the model

used a scale from one to ten to answer the ques-

tion about the intensity of symptoms. We can also

see that the model tends to negate specific ques-

tions, e.g. regarding the use of oral contracep-

tion, instead of making up an answer. For exam-

ple, in ablation 1 the model gave the following an-

swer: No, I am not currently taking any form of

contraceptive pill. Other than the Tylenol for my

headaches, I’m not on any other medication. How-

ever, in case the model adds information to the

provided vignette, it shows coherence when doing

so: For example, the model mentioned the use of

ibuprofen twice during the anamnesis simulation

(ablation 2). On average, GPT-4 generates the

longest answers with only minimal primary infor-

mation (ablation 2) and the shortest answers when

omitting secondary information (ablation 1).

4. Discussion and Outlook

In this paper, we show a first approach to simulat-

ing various patient populations based on manually

drafted patient vignettes. We identified 16 dimen-

sions to be included in a patient vignette. GPT-4

generates compliant, coherent and clinically valid

responses and succeeds in adding additional in-

formation not contained in the patient vignette.

The role-prompted LLM comprehensively de-

scribed the headache that was mentioned as

symptom in the vignette. While the vignette only

contained the term ”headache” and, in case the

medical history was included, the term ”migraine”,

the description of pain was very detailed, even

including a rating of the pain on a scale. In

this sense, we can conclude that the LLM acted

well in its defined role. However, it remains

open to study whether these extensions and elab-

orations of the symptoms are biased or follow

certain stereotypes. Furthermore, it is still un-

known whether more complicated vignettes re-

flecting complex clinical cases can still be accu-

rately simulated.

Furthermore, it is interesting that the generated

answers are longer when less primary informa-

tion is provided in the vignette. Thus, when the

LLM lacks a clear guidance, it fills the gaps as re-

quested in our prompt, but with a higher risk of los-

ing its role and adding information that does not fit

accordingly. In none of the three variants, the LLM

asked for clarification, although the prompt sug-

gested this. A reason might be that the questions

for medical history taking were pretty simple. How-

ever, other researchers have already found that

LLMs are unable to ask for clarification and, there-

fore, to play a proactive role (Deng et al., 2023).

This paper reports work in progress and thus

has some limitations: We conducted this study

with only one patient vignette that was created

by a medical informatician without clinical valida-

tion. Similarly, the assessment of generated an-

swers was carried out by both authors who have

a background in medical informatics, but no med-

ical training. The literature considered for identi-

fying the aspects considered in the vignette was

collected in a selective non-systematic literature

research and did not use a consensus-based ap-

proach. In future work, when developing more vi-

gnettes, we will follow the recommendations for vi-

gnette content provided by Evans et al. (Evans

et al., 2015). Instead of inventing patient histo-

ries, synthetic patient data could be used (Guil-

laudeux et al., 2023). Furthermore, our approach

is based on GPT-4, a commercial LLM. Future re-

search might focus on investigating whether simi-

lar results can be achieved with open source LLMs

such as BioMistral, a set of LLMs based on Mis-

tral being further pre-trained on texts from PubMed

Central (Labrak et al., 2024).
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We highlight additional open research topics:

LLMs might deny impersonating specific patient

vignettes due to the practice of model alignment,

where undesired or harmful behaviour is reduced

during the training process. Also, mimicking cer-

tain personality features might be impossible (e.g.

becoming aggressive). In this way, the approach

will fail to properly simulate a patient. Furthermore,

the patient vignette used for the three variants was

rather short. It must be noted that the length of

the vignette as well as the simulated conversation

are directly proportional to model cost. This is be-

cause the costs of the commercial model are cal-

culated on the basis of the input and output length.

For each request, the entire conversation history is

attached as model input, accumulating over time.

We envision two use cases for the application

of the methodology tested in this paper, includ-

ing educational purposes and evaluation of DTx.

Simulations are used to train health professionals

to act appropriately in critical situations or, gen-

erally, in patient interactions. A frequently cho-

sen approach is to hire actors who simulate pa-

tients. With our approach, patients could be sim-

ulated by a role-prompted LLM, augmented by

text-to-speech generation. The interaction could

take place between the LLM and the health pro-

fessional in training. For such a use case, it is

less important that all the information provided is

correct in a clinical sense (patients might also be

inconsistent in their statements). It is more im-

portant that the main characteristics of the role

are maintained, i.e. the health literacy level or

cognitive abilities. Our evaluation corresponds to

the general principles of simulation-based learn-

ing (Herold-Majumdar et al., 2023). In these set-

tings, the simulated interaction takes place and is

analysed afterwards. It still has to be assessed

whether our approach is effective for such educa-

tional purposes.

Another potential application area is using the role-

prompting-based simulation to evaluate DTx that

are centred on communication. For example, con-

versational agents could be tested with such sim-

ulated patients. This would allow challenging the

DTx with a diversity of user inputs, in different lan-

guage capabilities, health literacy levels, etc. For

this scenario, it still has to be clarified how role-

prompted LLMs react to ambiguous or unclear in-

put. To support this, we plan to develop a patient

vignette generator where the different characteris-

tics can be selected from a predefined list and the

clinical validity of the generated patient vignette

can be ensured. This vignette can then directly be

used for role-prompting in an LLM. We conclude

that there is potential in using LLMs together with

patient vignettes to simulate interactions with pa-

tients. A more in-depth analysis is required to sys-

tematically identify potentials and limitations.
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